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Abstract

Bluetooth [1] is a wireless access mechanism where
polling is used to share bandwidth among the participants.
We introduce a new poller named Predictive Fair Poller [2]
(PFP). We compare this poller with the conventional Round
Robin poller and the Fair Exhaustive Poller [4] and show
through simulations that the Predictive Fair Poller is able
to divide bandwidth in a fair and efficient manner.

1. Introduction

Bluetooth [1] is a low power, short range, and cheap
wireless access mechanism. It can be used ad hoc or in an
infrastructure. In each of the scenarios, a Bluetooth node is
either a slave or a master. Communication only takes place
between a master and a slave, and never takes place between
two slaves or two masters directly. One master and up to 7
slaves can be affiliated with each other and form a Piconet.
Bluetooth is a slotted access mechanism where each second
is divided into 1600 time slots. Time slots are either down-
link slots, i.e. from the master to a slave or uplink slots, i.e.
from the addressed slave to the master. Data is exchanged
between the master and a slave using Baseband packets.

The traffic within a Piconet is controlled by the master
of that Piconet in such a way that a slave is only allowed to
transmit data if it was addressed (by the master) in the pre-
vious time slot. In other words, the master polls the slaves
to allow them to transmit data if data is available. A master
can poll a slave either implicitly or explicitly. An explicit
poll takes place when a master has no data available for a
particular slave while the master wants to give that slave
an opportunity to transmit. In that case the master sends a
packet with no payload (explicit poll by means of a POLL
packet). When the master has data available for a particu-

lar slave while it wants to give that slave the opportunity to
transmit, the master sends a data packet to that slave (im-
plicit poll). The polled slave responds with a data packet
if available. Otherwise, it responds with a packet with no
payload (NULL packet).

Polling can be done in many different ways. The differ-
ence between the polling mechanisms is related to the order
in which slaves are polled and the service discipline used to
serve a slave. Which poller to use, depends on the goals that
must be met.

Bluetooth is a wireless access technology where re-
sources are scarce and thus must be used in an efficient way
implying that the ratio of the number of POLL and NULL
packets to the number of data packets must be minimized.
Besides this efficiency goal, a poller in Bluetooth must also
be fair. In the Bluetooth best effort case, fairness implies
that slaves get the same fraction of their fair share where
the fair share is determined by rules described in [6].

2. Round Robin Polling

With Round Robin polling, slaves are polled in a cyclic
manner whether they have data to transmit or not. Consid-
ering a Piconet that consists of a master and seven slaves,
each slave gets a seventh of the total number of available
polls. Bandwidth not used by a lightly loaded slave is lost
and cannot be used by other slaves.

3. Fair Exhaustive Polling

The Fair Exhaustive Poller [4] was introduced to solve
the inefficiency problem of the Round Robin poller. Slaves
are divided into two groups: a group of active nodes and a
group of inactive nodes. Slaves within the group of active
nodes are polled in a Round Robin manner. The number of
successive useless polls or the average success rate of polls
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the PFP Slave Se-
lector

can be used as a measure of activity of a slave. If a slave
is found to be inactive, it will be no longer a member of
the active group and will become a member of the inactive
group instead. Each slavei can define a maximum inter-
poll interval (Tpolli). This maximum inter-poll interval is
used by the Fair Exhaustive Poller to poll an inactive slave
regularly to check whether it has become active or not.

If the traffic demand is known in advance, the Fair Ex-
haustive Poller can be set up to divide bandwidth between
slaves in a more efficient way than the Round Robin poller
does.

4. Predictive Fair Polling

We introduce a poller named Predictive Fair Poller [2],
which takes both efficiency and fairness into account. On
the one hand this poller predicts for each slave whether
data is available or not and on the other hand it keeps track
of the fairness. Based on these two aspects the Predictive
Fair Poller decides which slave to poll during the next time
slot(s). The poller is adaptive to the instantaneous traffic
demand and does not necessarily need to know beforehand
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what the traffic demands are. However, it can use this infor-
mation to improve the fairness and the efficiency.

The selection of the next slave to be polled is performed
by the PFP Slave Selector, which is shown in Figure 1. It
is located in the master and requires knowledge of the re-
sults (PR) of its poll decisions. The PFP Slave Selector can
also be fed with a Traffic Demand (TDi) for each slavei.
However, if a slave did not make its traffic demand known
to the master then the Traffic Demand estimated by Traf-
fic Demand Estimator in the Slave Status Tracker (see also
Figure 2) will be used instead. In other words, the Traffic
Demand (TD′

i
) is either the Traffic Demand (TDi) made

known by slavei or the Estimated Traffic Demand in case
slavei did not make its Traffic Demand known to the mas-
ter.

The Fair Share Determinator in the PFP Slave Selec-
tor uses the Traffic Demands (TD′1..TD

′
7) to determine the

Fair Share (FSi) of bandwidth for each slavei.
Besides a Traffic Demand Estimator the Slave Status

Tracker also contains a Fraction of Fair Share Estimator and
a Data Availability Predictor. The Fraction of Fair Share Es-
timator in Slave Status Trackeri uses the Fair Share (FSi)
determined by the Fair Share Determinator and the Poll Re-
sults (PR) to determine the Fraction of the Fair Share of
bandwidth (FFSi) that slavei has been given. The Data
Availability Predictor in Slave Status Trackeri uses the
Traffic Demand (TD′

i
) and the Poll Results (PR) to de-

termine the probability (Pdatai) of data being available for



transmission from slavei to the master.
The probabilities (Pdatai) of data being available for

transmission from each slavei to the master and the Frac-
tion of the Fair Share of bandwidth (FFSi) that each slave
i has been given are used by the decision maker to decide
which slave to poll next. The decision rules depend on the
requirements on both the efficiency and the fairness.

5. Simulation Results

We present some simulation results of a preliminary ver-
sion of the Predictive Fair Poller, a Round Robin poller, and
the Fair Exhaustive Poller. The simulation tool we used is
UCB/LBNL/VINT Network Simulator (ns2) [7] with Blue-
tooth extensions [5] from Ericsson Switchlab together with
our ns2 implementation of both the Fair Exhaustive Poller
and the Predictive Fair Poller. We simulated under the fol-
lowing assumptions:

• There is only upstream traffic, i.e. from the slaves to
the master

• Only packets that fit within exactly one Bluetooth time
slot are used

• Packets are generated according to a Poisson process

• The arrival rates at the slaves are

λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ4 = λ5 = λa

and
λ6 = λ7 = λb

where0 ≤ λa ≤ λb

• The coefficient of variation of the arrival rates is de-
fined as:

C.O.V. =

√∑7

i=1
λ2
i
− 1

7 (
∑7

i=1
λi)2

6

1
7

∑7
i=1 λi

• The utilization of the Piconet is defined as:

ρ =
∑7
i=1 λi
C

with C = 800 the total number of available polls.

Due to the assumption on the arrival rates (λ1..λ7) each
combination of the coefficient of variation of the arrival
rates and the utilization of the Piconet give a unique so-
lution for the arrival rates and thus makes it possible to use
C.O.V. andρ as input for the simulations.

Pollers can be compared based on different performance
aspects. We will compare the Predictive Fair Poller, the Fair
Exhaustive Poller, and the Round Robin Poller taking the
following performance aspects into account:

• Efficiency (η), which is defined as the number of suc-
cessful polls divided by the total number of polls

• Fairness1 based on the Fraction of Fair Share [3]
(FFFS) which is defined as:

FFFS =

{
1
7

∑7
i=1 FFSi

}2

1
7

∑7
i=1 FFS

2
i

where

FFSi =
{

Ai
FSi

if Ai ≤ FSi
1 otherwise

)
withAi the bandwidth given to slavei andFSi the fair
share determined for slavei

• Mean waiting timeW taken over all packets received
by the master

• Fairness based on the Inverse Fraction of Fair Waiting
time (FIFFW ) which is defined as:

FIFFW =

{
1
7

∑7
i=1 IFFWi

}2

1
7

∑7
i=1 IFFW

2
i

where

IFFWi =
FWi

Wi

withWi the mean waiting time experienced by packets
received from slavei andFWi the mean waiting time
that packets received from slavei will experience if
slavei gets a constant bandwidth equal to

FSi∑k=7
k=1 FSk

C

Based on preliminary simulation results we make the
following observations:

In a lowly loaded Piconet (ρ = 0.1):

• The three pollers perform equally well with respect to
the Efficiency (η) as function of the coefficient of vari-
ation in the arrival rate, i.e.η = ρ

• The three pollers are also equally fair based on the
Fractions of Fair Share, i.e.FFFS = 1

• Related to the Waiting time (W ) and the Fairness based
on the Inverse Fractions of the Waiting time (FIFFW )
the Predictive Fair Poller performs better than the Fair
Exhaustive Poller, which in its turn performs better
than the Round Robin Poller (see Figure 3 and Fig-
ure 4)

1We use the definition of fairness proposed in [3]



In a highly loaded Piconet (ρ = 0.9):

• The Round Robin poller becomes inefficient for in-
creasing values ofC.O.V., while the Predictive Fair
Poller and the Fair Exhaustive Poller achieve maxi-
mum efficiency (see Figure 5)

• The Round Robin poller becomes unfair based on the
fractions of fair share for increasing values ofC.O.V.,
while the Predictive Fair Poller and the Fair Exhaustive
Poller achieve maximum fairness based on the frac-
tions of fair share (see Figure 6)

• The system served by the Round Robin Poller becomes
unstable2 whenC.O.V. > 0.075, i.e. whenλb > 800

7 ,
while the Predictive Fair Poller causes lower Waiting
times (W ) than the Fair Exhaustive Poller does (see
Figure 7)

• For increasing values ofC.O.V. The Round Robin
Poller achieves a fairness based on the inverse fractions
of fair waiting time that approaches57 . The meaning
of this is that the two highly loaded (λb > 800

7 ) slaves
become unstable. Furthermore, with respect to the in-
verse fractions of fair waiting time, the Predictive Fair
Poller performs better than the Fair Exhaustive Poller
(see Figure 8).

6. Conclusions and future work

Polling in Bluetooth is highly determining with respect
to performance, especially in a highly loaded Piconet with
different traffic demands. We propose a poller named Pre-
dictive Fair Poller (PFP) that can divide resources in a fair
and efficient way by using the traffic demands (provided or
estimated) and feedback concerning the poll decisions. Ini-
tial simulation results show that the Predictive Fair Poller
outperforms the Round Robin poller with respect to all stud-
ied performance metrics, while it outperforms the Fair Ex-
haustive Poller with respect to the waiting times.
In this paper, we have analyzed the essentials of the PFP
behavior assuming Poisson arrivals at the slaves. Future
work includes the evaluation of the Predictive Fair Poller
in a more realistic environment, especially with respect to
the (Best Effort) traffic load. Furthermore, we plan to define
the QoS capabilities of the Predictive Fair Poller in more de-
tail, and to analyze its performance behavior under various
circumstances.

2We simulated withC.O.V.∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6},
which means that the Waiting (W ) is only valid atC.O.V. = 0
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Figure 3. Waiting time ( W ) in a lowly loaded
Piconet ( ρ = 0.1)
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Figure 4. Fairness based on Inverse Fraction
of Fair Waiting time ( FIFFW ) in a lowly loaded
Piconet ( ρ = 0.1)
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Figure 5. Efficiency ( η) in a highly loaded Pi-
conet ( ρ = 0.9)
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Figure 6. Fairness based on Fraction of Fair
Share (FFFS) in a highly loaded Piconet
(ρ = 0.9)
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Figure 7. Waiting time ( W ) in a highly loaded
Piconet ( ρ = 0.9)
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Figure 8. Fairness based on Inverse Fraction
of Fair Waiting time ( FIFFW ) in a highly loaded
Piconet ( ρ = 0.9)
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